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PHYSICS PAPER II 

SECTION ‘A’(Multiple Choice Questions) 

Note: Attempt all questions from this section. (32 MARKS) 
Q1.  

i) A temperature of 50 
o
C is equal to: 

* 105 
o
F  * 60 

o
F   * 122 

o
F  * 120 

o
F 

ii) At constant volume and temperature if the number of molecules of a gas is halved, the pressure of 

the gas will be: 

* halved  * same   * doubled  * four times 

iii) If heat is added to a mixture of ice and water at 0
o
C until all the ice is melted, then during the 

melting process the temperature of the mixture:  

* increases  * decreases   * remains the same  * increases first then decreases 

iv) The efficiency of a Carnot engine depends on: 

* the temperature of source only   * the temperature of sink only 

* both temperature of source and sink * the working substance  

v) Which of the following is not a scalar quantity? 

* Potential  * Electromotive force * Electric flux  * Electric intensity 

vi) Electron volt is a unit of  

* electric charge * electric potential  * energy   * power 

vii) The electric field created by positive charge is: 

* radially inward * zero   * circular  * radially outward 

viii) The commercial unit of electrical energy is: 

* Joule   * Kilo watt  * Kilo watt-hour * Mega watt 

ix) Average velocity gained by the electron in a conductor placed in an electric field is called: 

* variable velocity  * phase velocity * drift velocity  * uniform velocity   

x) When the temperature of a metallic conductor is increased its resistance:  

* always decrease  * always increases * remains same * may increase or decrease 

xi) Three resistors of resistance 2, 3 and 6 ohms are connected in parallel, their equivalent resistance is: 

* 0.1 ohm  * 1.0 ohm   * 3 ohms  * 2 ohms 

xii) The unit of electromotive force is: 

* newton  * coulomb  * volt   * ampere 

xiii) Which one of the following is magnitude of force acting on 1 m long wire carrying current 2A and 

held perpendicular to the magnetic field of 1/2 tesla? 

* 1 N   * 1/2 N  * 1/3 N  * 1/4 N 

xiv) Which of the following particle moving in the magnetic field cannot be deflected? 

* -particle   * -particle   * electron  * neutron   

xv) The direction of induced current is given by 

* Ampere’s law * Faraday’s law * Lenz’s law  * Snell’s law 

xvi) If the speed of rotation of a generator is doubled the output voltage will: 

* remain same  * double  * become four times * become one half 

xvii) AVO meter used to measure: 

* electric current  * voltage   * resistance  * all of these 

xviii) In order to increase the range of an ammeter, the shunt resistance is: 

* increased  * decreased  * kept constant * kept zero 

xix) A device used for the detection and measurement of current is called: 

* voltmeter  * capacitor  * ammeter  * galvanometer 

xx) Which waves are emitted from antenna? 

* longitudinal  * transverse   * matter  * stationary   

xxi) Hole in a semiconductor is actually the: 

* Electron  * Position   * Helium nucleus * vacancy in the valence band 



 

xxii) All motions are  

* absolute   * relative  * uniform  * non-uniform 
 

xxiii) De Broglie’s wavelength of a material particle is  

* hv/m   * m/hv   * v/hm   *h/mv 
 

xxiv) Stefan Boltzmann law is: 

* E = T  * E = T
4
  * E = T

3
  * E = T

2 

 

xxv) In a hydrogen atom, Paschen series lines are emitted as the electron falls to the orbit having 

* n=1   * n=2   * n=3   * n=4 
 

xxvi) The shortest wave length in Brackett Series have wavelength: 

* 16 / RH  * 
𝑅𝐻16    * 16RH   * 4RH 

 

xxvii) The transitions of inner-shell electrons in heavy atoms gives rise to 

* -rays  * -rays  * -rays  * x-rays 
 

xxviii) 1 MeV, is equal to: 

* 1.6 x 10
-19

 J  * 1.6 x 10
-13

 J  * 1.6 x 10
18

 J  * 1.6 x 10
19

 J 
 

xxix) The process in which heavier nucleus is formed from the combination of lighter nuclei is called: 

* fission  * fusion  * mass defect  * radioactivity  
 

xxx) The half-life on Sr3891  is 9.70 hours. What is its decay constant? 

* 1.98 x 10
-5

s
-1

 * 1.6 x 10
-4

s
-1

  * 2.5 x 10
-5

s
-1

  * 9.1 x 10
-5

s
-1 

 

xxxi) The age of a specimen is determined by using:  

* 17Cl
35

   * 6C
14

   * x-ray   * 11Na
24 

 

xxxii) Radioactive tracers are used in: 

* Radio Therapy  * Industry  * Archaeology  * All of these 
 

xxxiii) Which of the following radiations are highly penetrating? 

* alpha particles  * beta particles * γ –rays  * cathode rays 
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SECTION ‘B’(32MARKS) 

Note: Answer any 8 questions from this section. All questions carry equal marks. 
Q2. i) Prove Cp – Cv = R 
 

 ii)  Derive the formula for toque on a current-carrying rectangular coil in the uniform 

magnetic field.ORDerive an expression for the force on a current carrying conductor in 

a uniform magnetic field.   
 

 iii) Derive the formula for equivalent capacitance OR resistance of parallel OR series 

combination. 
 

 iv) Define electromotive force and derive the formula for terminal voltage of a battery.  

ORHow do we convert galvanometer into Ammeter OR voltmeter?Derive relevant 

formula. 
 

 v) Define potential gradient and electric intensity. Derive a relation between them. OR 

Define electric flux and describe diffract cases of electric flux.OR Describe the working 

of half wave rectifier OR full wave rectifier. 
 



 vi) A Carnot engine whose low temperature reservoir is at 5
o
C and has an efficiency of 

40%. It is desired to increase this efficiency to 50%. By what degrees should the 

temperature of high-temperature reservoir be increased? OR 

  A meter bar of steel is correct at 0
o
C and another at –2.5 

o
C. What will be the difference 

between their lengths at 30 
0
C? (=12x10

-6
K

-1
) 

 

 vii) A capacitor of 200 pF is charged to a potential difference of 100 volts. Its plates are then 

connected in parallel to another capacitor and is found that the potential difference 

between the plates falls to 60 volts. What is the capacitance of the second capacitor?  
 

 ix) The resistance of a tungsten wire is 200Ω when it is heated at 2000o
C. What would be 

its resistance at 20
oC? (α= 0.005 1/o

C) 
 

 x) Find the mass of a particle, accelerated through a potential difference of 4x10
6
V, enters 

in a uniform magnetic field of 0.4T, making an angle of 45
o
 with the magnetic field. The 

diameter of the circular path of the particle is 1.02 m and charge on the particle is        

1.6x10
–19

C.    

 xi) A transformer reduces the voltage from 2400V to 1200V. The power out is 9.0 kW and 

the overall efficiency of transformer is 95%. The primary has 400 turns. Find out the 

number of turns in secondary coil and power input. 

xii) Calculate the speed at which the relativistic mass of a particle becomes double of its rest 

mass. (c=3x10
8
 m/s) 

 

 xiii) The energy of an electron in an excited hydrogen atom –3.4eV. Calculate the angular 

momentum of the electron according to Bohr Theory. (h=6.63x10
–34

 Js) 
 

 xiv) One gram of Radium contains 2.66 x 10
21

 atoms and its half-life is 1600 years. Find its 

decay constant and the activity of the sample. 
 

SECTION ‘C’(20MARKS) 

Note: Answer any two questions from this section. 
Q3. a) Define Gauss’s law and derive the formula for electric intensity of uniform sheet of charge. 

   

 b) Derive an expression for the pressure of an ideal gas on the bases of kinetic 

molecular theory. OR 

  State and explain 1
st
 law of thermodynamics. Apply this law on the following 

processes. (any tow) 

  i)   Isobaric         ii) Isothermal  iii) adiabatic  iv) Isochoric 
 

Q4. a) State Ampere’s law and derive the relevant formula for the magnetic field inside the 

core of Solenoid or toroid.ORWhat is meant by electromagnetic induction? State 

Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction. Explain the phenomenon of self-

induction  
   

 b) State Ohm’s law. What is a Wheatstone bridge? Show that for a balanced 

Wheatstone bridge 
𝑃𝑄 = 𝑅𝑋 

   

Q5. a) What is photoelectric effect? Discuss the result with the help of graph and derive 

Einstein's photoelectric equation.ORExplain Compton’s effect. Derive an 

expression of shift in wavelength of scattered photon. 
   

    

 b) State law of radioactive decay. Draw and explain the graph of law of radioactive 

decay. What is half-life of radioactive substance? ORGive theconstruction 

andworkingofGeiger Muller counter. 
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